Money in the Bank

Recommending the Best Toys
and Products for Kids

The moment we first take a child into a store, restaurant
or ticket booth, their introduction to real-world commerce
begins. As they see adults pay for goods and services in a
variety of ways, their curiosity about the cash and cards we
employ almost daily, grows. Helping children learn about
money in its various incarnations and how currency is used
will go far toward developing sound financial sense as they
grow. The following toys and games foster familiarity with
money and support kids’ understanding of wealth as they
save, spend, plan and play!

by Gerry Paige Smith

Money Bags Board
Game

Little Tikes Cash
Register

(Learning Resources)

(Little Tikes)

Cultivating knowledge of
denominations of American
currency, the Money Game from
Learning Resources is a fun way
to learn and practice the earning and exchanging of money.
Complete with a game board, spinner, pretend coins and cash,
players move around the board earning funding from chores and
entrepreneurial endeavors to collect cash. The spinner dictates
the denominations for exchanges so players must also navigate
how to count and collect money in various forms. While it’s true
the player with the most money at the end of the game wins,
the practical knowledge and understanding of money gained
through the game is what’s really valuable in the end.

One of the earliest real-world
observations that children make
about their parents is how adults
pay for things. We pluck cash from
wallets, feed coins into machines
and swipe cards whenever we
purchase products or services. And
as kids like to mimic adult behavior it’s a natural next step for them
to want to understand and emulate those actions. The Little Tikes
Cash Register is a battery-free option that allows small children to
feed coins into the slot, exploring colors, numbers and coin size
along the way. Swiping the card releases the coins into the drawer
below for repeat transactions. Best for children past the ‘mouthing’
stage, this cash register is ideal for hours of money play.

Moonjar Moneybox

Frontier Safe

Any child’s bank is cool for
collecting their coins and cash, but
the Moonjar actually encourages
children to think ahead about how
their money will be spent. This tin
bank is an early introduction to financial planning as kids think about
how their money will be used responsibly and in advance.
Three compartments are designated for saving, spending and
sharing so children are nudged to consider the purpose of
money beyond it simple spending power. With a passbook to
keep a record of their banking activity, the Moonjar supports
early development of strong financial values and sound money
decision-making.

It’s not always about the money.
Kids benefit from having a safe and
secure space that’s all their own to
store anything that has value to them.
Money, jewelry, medals, souvenirs
and mementos all deserve a place to
safely store in a child’s room. This safe
is made from galvanized steel with a
combination lock to enhance security for any kid’s treasures,
and it comes in a variety of color options. A convenient slot in
the top allows for coins and folded cash to deposit easily anytime. Less about money management and more about having a
safe place for children to store their “wealth”, the Frontier Safe is
a solid security choice for kids’ treasure!

(Moonjar)

(Fun Express)

Paige Smith is a freelance writer and syndicated columnist living in Alabama. More on GET THIS! at www.PageBookMedia.com.
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A Page in a Book
by Gerry Paige Smith

Baby on the Way!
Once the announcement is made that a new arrival is joining the family,
curiosity will abound from the first-on-the-scene children. Introducing the idea of
a new baby to soon-to-be-siblings is a time of great joy. It’s also time to prepare
little ones for the changes that come to the household with the arrival of an
infant. The following titles provide gentle answers to children’s questions as well
as lovingly illustrating some of the changes and adventures that come along
with a new baby!

Whoa, Baby, Whoa!

by Grace Nichols, Illustrated by Eleanor Taylor (Bloomsbury)
Told from a baby’s perspective, all the “exploration” moments that generate a “Whoa!”
from parents and caregivers are colorfully rendered with precious results. From creeping
toward the pet food and grabbing eyeglasses, to tearing up newspapers and climbing
bookshelves – all this baby seems to hear is “Whoa, Baby, Whoa!” But when Baby begins
to take his first steps, the chorus changes to a new refrain! Both a look ahead to the high
jinx that come along with new baby, as well as a retrospective for children to revisit their
earliest growing moments as a wee one – this book find just the right balance between
“Whoa!” and “Go!”

The Baby Tree

by Sophia Blackall (Nancy Paulsen / Penguin)
When a little boy is told by his parents that a new baby is on the way, he begins to wonder how this
situation came to be. Faced with the burning (and familiar to parents) question, “Where do babies come
from?” the boy quietly starts asking around. His babysitter Olive answers, “You plant a seed and it grows.”
His teacher says, “Babies come from the hospital.” The mailman thinks they come from eggs (though he
doesn’t know where to get the eggs). And the boy’s Grandpa offers up a story about a stork. Confused, the
boy finally asks his parents, and their gentle age-appropriate response incorporates the other answers (except the stork, of course). The Chinese ink and watercolor illustrations are delightful as the boy’s imagination tries to reconcile each answer he gets. Perfect for the persistently inquisitive sibling-to-be!

Don’t Eat the Baby!

by Amy Young (Viking / Penguin)
Tom is the only child and enjoys all of this parents’ attention until the arrival of his baby brother. His parents call the baby Nathaniel. Tom mostly sees the inconvenience of a new baby, and
calls him the Blob. But when he overhears family members cooing things over the baby like, “Don’t
you just want to eat him?” and “I just want to take a bite out of his fat cheeks!” Tom goes on the
defensive offering cookies to the hungry adults and employing somersaults to draw their hungry
eyes. But when the baby is going to be introduced to even more people at a party, Tom becomes
the protective older sibling taking extreme measures to keep baby Nathaniel from being nibbled.
“Don’t Eat the Baby” is a sweet illustration of misunderstandings that can follow a new arrival and
a fun celebration of the moment when the real love flows between an older sibling and his newest
counterpart.
Find more A Page in a Book recommendations at www.PageBookReviews.com.
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